Inverse protein folding concerns the identification of an amino acid sequence that folds to a given structure.
Introduction
The goal of the inverse protein folding problem (IPF) is to design a polymer sequence that folds to a given target conformation.
Three criteria have been proposed for evaluating the success of a protein sequence that has been designed for a target conformation [Z, lo] . First, the protein sequence should fold to the target conformation. This means that the energy of the sequence in the target conformation is not greater than the energy of the sequence in any other conformation.
Second, the target conformation is the only conformation in which the sequence folds to the minimal energy. This means that there is no degeneracy of ground states for the sequence. Yue and Dill [lo] weaken t,his criterion to require that the degeneracy of the sequence be no greater than the degeneracy of any other sequence that folds to the target conformation.
Third, there should be a large gap in the energy of the sequence in the target conformat,ion and the energy of the sequence in any other conformation.
At present very little is known about the computational 'wehartQcs.sandla gov; http://www.cs.sandia.govf~wehart/, Sandla National Laboratories. P.0 Box 5800, Albuquerque NM 8i185-1110 RECOMB 97, Santa Fe NW Mexico CBA O-8979 1 -R82-819710 1 complexity of IPF. IPF appears to involve a search over sequences as well as a search over conformations to guarantee that the sequence has minimal degeneracy.
No algorithm is known that can reliably solve IPF without this exhaustive search, which involves an exponential number of conformations.
In fact, NP-hard). ' we conjecture that IPF is intractable (i.e.,
Recently, a variety of methods have been described that attempt to solve IPF without performing this exhaustive search [2, 5, 6, 8, 9, lo] . These methods are heuristic algorithms because they do not guarantee that the sequence engineered by the algorithm solves IPF. In general terms, these methods attempt to capture two aspects of IPF that are intuitively related to the criteria described above: (i) positive design -the sequence folds to the given conformation, and (ii) negative design -the sequence does not fold to other structures with the same or lower energy. These algorithms have been tested on small conformations for which exhaustive search of the exact solution is possible, as well as conformations taken from the PDB database. These heuristic methods can be separated into two categories. First, the authors use observations about the properties of proteins to justify algorithms that design sequences [5, lo] . These algorithms are heuristics that run quickly but are not guaranteed to solve IPF. The second category of heuristic methods are those in which the authors propose an alternative formulation of IPF [2, 6, 8, 91 . This alternative formulation attempts to capture the positive and negative design issues by defining a heuristic sequence design (HSD) problem.
An implicit assumption of this approach is that a sequence that satisfies the HSD problem is likely to solve IPF.
Ideally, the HSD problem should not require the exhaustive enumeration that is currently used to exactly solve IPF. Thus it should be possible to find the sequ'ence that satisfies the HSD problem for the target conformation in a polynomial number of steps (in the length of the protein sequence For the 3D cubic lattice we show that the algorithm efficiently constructs a sequence whose energy is guaranteed to be within a factor of two of the energy of the best sequence.
For the grand canonical method we describe a polynomial time algorithm that constructs sequences whose energy is optimal for 2D and 3D cubic lattices.
Furthermore, we define a generalized contact energy matrix for the grand canonical method and present an algorithm that constructs sequences whose energy is optimal for 2D cubic lattices.
Definitions
In this paper we consider two HSD problems defined for the HP lattice model [3, 71 . This model uses uses contact energies to determine the energy of a protein sequence in the target conformation.
The HP model categorizes amino acids as either hydrophobic (H, nonpolar) or hydrophilic (P, polar).
The contact energy gives an energy of -1 to hydrophobic-hydrophobic contacts and an energy of 0 to all other contacts.
Let a target conformation be described by a graph G = (V, E) with vertices V, that correspond to amino acids, and edges E c V x V, that define a self-avoiding walk on a 2D or 3D cubic lattice.
Recall that IV/1 is the number of vertices in V. Let Gk be the set of all target conformations for which the length of the chain is k (i.e., IV/ = k). Given a target conformation G = (V, E), we can construct a contact graph G = (V, 6) induced by G, where an edge (u, b) is in E if a, b E V and (cz, b) is an edge in the lattice. Figure 1 shows a target conformation in a 2D cubic lattice along with its corresponding contact graph. For a sequence s, let E(G, s) be the conformational energy of s when the vertices of G are labeled with the sequence of amino acids defined by s; the calculation of E(G, s) implicitly depends upon the energy matrix defined by the lattice model.
Let SG be the set of sequences that achieve their lowest energy in the target conformation G. Formally, So = {s E {H, P}" I E(G, s) 5 E(G', s),VG' E B,}, where 'n = 11/l. We say that a sequence s folds to G if s E SC. The degeneracy of a sequence refers to the number of conformations for which the sequence assumes its lowest energy. and Gutin observe that for any target conformation, the conformational energy can be minimized simply by using the sequence of all hydrophobics, but that this sequence is unlikely to achieve its lowest energy with the given target conformation.
To account for this, they limit the number of hydrophobics that can be used in a protein sequence by fixing the ratio between hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids. We formulate the HSD problem posed by Shaknovich and Gutin as follows.
Let L be a 2D or 3D cubic lattice and let G = (V, E) be a target conformation in L. Let X E Q represent the fraction of hydrophobics that we will allow in a protein sequence. The canonical method is the problem of minimizing E(G,s) subject to the constraint that no more that [An] hydrophobics be used to design s. Shahknovich and Gutin [8] use a Monte Carlo method to search through the space of conformations to find a sequence that minimizes E(G, s) subject to this constraint.
This type of stochastic search algorithm only provides a weak probabilistic guarantee that the optimal sequence is generated.
In the following section, we consider the possible in-tractability of this problem. We prove that this problem is intractable by showing that it is NP-hard for both the ?D and 3D cubic lattices.
Then we present positive results t,hat show that this problem is approximable in polynomial time. For the 2D lattice, we show that a sequence can be designed in polynomial time whose energy differs from the energy of the best sequence by at most one. For the 3D lattice, we show that a sequence can be found in polynomial time whose energy is within a factor of 2 of the energy of the best sequence.
Intractability Results
Since the canonical method is an optimization problem, we define the following decision problem:
Is there a protein sequence s E {H, P}", n = IVI, with IAn] or fewer hydrophobic amino acids such that E(G, s) 5 IC?
The following theorem shows that (L, X, HP)-IPF is NPcomplete for the 2D and 3D cubic lattices (see Appendix B for the proof of this theorem).
This shows that it is highly unlikely that there exists a polynomial time algorithm that exactly solves this problem for all instances of (L, X, HP)-IPF. Note that this is a robust intractability argument that proves NP-completeness for an infinite class of problems that are indexed by the value X. For any value of X, the problem remains difficult. Theorem 1 Let L be either the 2D or 3D cubic lattice and
This intractability argument could be strengthened in two ways. It would be interesting to determine whether this problem remained intractable for other lattice rnodels using contact potentials with different alphabets and contact energy matrices.
In fact, we expect that this problem remains NP-complete for a wide variety of other lattice models. For example, a very similar argument can be used to show that (L, X, HP)-IPF is NP-complete when the simple side chain model considered by Bromberg and Dill [I] is used to define the protein conformation.
This argument would be also be strengthened if we could restrict the target conformations to the "compact" and "native-like" structures to which IPF is likelv to be aoolied. The proof of Theorem 1 uses sparse, elongated target conformations to prove that (L, X, HP)-IPF is NP-complete. It is unclear whether this result would hold if (L, X, HP)-IPF was restricted to more interesting target conformations. One possible restriction is the definition of compact conformations used by Deutsch and Kurosky [2] . For a sequence of length n, they call a conformation compact if it has (n-2)/2 or more contacts.
However, the proof of Theorem 1 uses target conformations that are compact by this definition.
Approximation Algorithms
Performance guaranteed approximation algorithms for (L, X, HP)-IPF quickly design a sequence that is guaranteed to have an energy that is close to the energy of the best possible sequence.
Because a two-dimensional target conformation can be embedded on a 3D lattice, the set of possible contact graphs for the 2D cubic lattice is a subset of the set of possible contact graphs for the 3D cubiclattice. Consequently, an approximation algorithm for t)he 3D lattice will be an approximation algorithm for the 2D lattice as well.
In this section we describe a performance guaranteed approximation algorithm for the 3D lattice and refine the analysis of this algorithm to prove a much tighter performance guarantee on the 2D lattice. Figure 2 2. Classify the connected components in G into three classes: (1) components with no cycles, (2) components with one cycle, and (3) components with two or more cycles. Let nr equal the total number of vertices in the components in class (i).
Label all components in classes (2) and (3) Otherwise, a sequence s has been designed such that E(G, s) 2 -J + 1; only the last partially filled component c-an add a 1 to the energy. There are at least eight corners on the conformation, which eliminate at least six possible contacts that the sequence can make. For the optimal sequence each hydrophobic can have at most four contacts except perhaps for two hydrophobics that can have five. Thus we have Opt(G, X) 2 -(4J + 2 -6)/2 = -25 + 2. Consequently, .4(G, x) 5 ;OPT(G, x).
n Proposition 1 shows that there exists a performance guaranteed approximation algorithm for the canonical method for both the 2D and 3D cubic lattice.
The following lemma proves that on a 2D cubic lattice Algorithm A generates a sequence whose energy comes within one energy unit of the optimal energy. 5 OPT(G,X) + 1. Because each component in class (2) with k vertices adds -k to the energy, if any collection of components from this class can be filled with hydrophobics exactly the total energy of these components will be -( J-ns).
If any component is only partially filled with k vertices, then its energy is at most -k+ 1. Since the optimal labeling may exactly fill a set of components from class (2), this implies that A(G, X) 5 OPT(G, X) + The remainder of this section shows that this problem can be solved exactly in polynomial time for contact graphs embedded on 2D and 3D cubic lattices. Let c(v,, V) be the number of contacts that the ith amino acid makes with the amino acids in V, and let w(u,) be the number of solvent-residue contacts that the ith amino acid makes. Now suppose there exists a hydrophobic amino acid v, for which w(vr) -2c(w,,V~) > 0, where VH C V are the amino acids labeled hydrophobic.
If this amino acid is labeled a hydrophilic, then the energy of the conformation will decrease.
This observation leads to a simple greedy algorithm that labels all amino acids hydrophobic and iteratively scans each of the amino acids u*, relabeling them as hydrophilic if w(2),)-2c(v,, VH) > 0 and removing V, from VH. Figure 4 describes this algorithm, Algorithm B. The DOLABEL subroutine implements this greedy relabeling of hydrophobic amino acids to hydrophilic amino acids. The MAIN routine calls DOLA-BEL to find an initial set of hydrophobic amino acids. It then performs several additional calls to DOLABEL to see whether a lower energy sequence could be designed by labeling the endpoints (ur and un) of the sequence hydrophilic. Proposition 3 proves that the sequence s designed by Algorithm B is the sequence that minimizes E(G, a). Subroutine DOLABEL makes at most n passes through the outer loop, since each pass ensures that at least one amino acid is labeled hydrophilic.
The inner loop requires a check of at most n amino acids to pick the amino acid u for which W(U) -2c(v, VH) is maximized.
Thus, the complexity of Algorithm B is O(n2). Proposition 3 Let s be the sequence generated by Algorithm B for a target conformation G embedded on the 2D or 3D cubic lattice.
Then s minimizes E(G, 3).
Proof.
We consider the performance of Algorithm B for target conformations embedded on the 3D cubic lattice. Since the 2D cubic lattice is a subset of the 2D cubic lattice, it follows that this analysis also applies to Algorithm B when restricted to target conformations embedded on the 2D cubic lattice.
Let V' be the smallest subset of V for which xvev.(w(v) -c(v,V*)) is minimal. We begin by showing that V' 2 q;. Suppose that V' g % and consider the sequence of sets Vr, . , V, examined by Algorithms B. Let v be the first vertex contained in V' that is excluded from one of these sets. Thus there exists k such that v E Vk but u $Z Vk+l. Since v @ vi we know that w(v) -2c(v, VA) 2 0. We also know that w(w) -2c(v, V*) < 0 because v E V'. In fact, this equality is strict because V' is the smallest subset of V that is minimal.
This implies that c(u,V*) > c(v,Vk), but this is impossible because V' E K. Consequently, V' E I'l.
Suppose that G is embedded on the 3D cubic lattice. Then for any set VH C V, w(u)+c(u,V~) Figure 5 illustrates the application of Algorithm B on to the target structure shown in Figure la . Algorithm B can only label solvent accessible vertices as hydrophilics, so this HSD problem preserves a reasonable notion of a hydrophobic core. The grand canonical method proposed by Sun et al [9] specifies a particular balance between encouraging hydrophobic-hydrophobic contacts and discouraging exposed solvent contacts.
We can define a generalized grand canonical method that defines the ener y of hydrophobic-hydrophobic contact to be (Y for some cy E Q $ We do not currently know whether there exists an efficienty algorithm that solves this generalized HSD problem for all values of o when the target conformation is embedded on the 3D cubic lattice. However, it is rather straightforward to demonstrate that this HSD problem can be solved for target conformations embedded on the 2D cubic lattice. cubic lattice.
Then
On the 2D lattice, there are only nine topological classes of contact graphs possible because there are at most two vertices in the contact graph that have degree three (these are the endpoints of the protein chain). Figure 6 shows examples from each of these classes. Now if c(v, V) = 0, then v forms a connected component by itself, and its optimal labeling is hydrophilic. In any connected component of a 2D contact graph a vertex can have w(v) > 0 only if the degree of the vertex is one (i.e. it is at the end of a line) or if the vertex corresponds to a vertex at one of the two ends of the linear chain in the target conformation.
Consequently, there are at most four points in a connected component of a 2D contact graph that can have W(V) > 0. The remaining vertices can be optimally labeled hydrophobic since W(V) = 0. The optimal labeling of the vertices with W(V) > 0 can be computed exhaustively with a cost that is constant with respect to the size of the target conformation.
Consequently, Algorithm C constructs 3 in linear time. 
Discussion
Our analysis of the canonical and grand canonical methods illustrates two ways in which computational complexity can provide insight into sequence design. First, a complexity analysis provides a well defined measure of the practical relevance of a HSD problem.
Our intractability analysis of the canonical method shows how sequence design problems can fail to reduce the apparent difficulty of the inverse protein folding problem.
Because this problem is intractable, its practical utility seems quite limited. Our analysis of the grand canonical method demonstrates that sequences can be efficiently designed, thereby ensuring that this method can be used in practical contexts. Although careful experimentation is also necessary to evaluate the practical utility of HSD problems, computational analyses provide a rigorous basis for evaluating their practical utility.
Prior work with both of these HSD problems used weak stochastic methods to design sequences, so our analyses provide the first critical evaluation of the computational difficulty of these problems. The second way complexity analyses can provide insight is through the rigorous evaluation of the HSD problems. Our analysis of approximation algorithms for the canonical method shows that it is relatively easy to find near optimal sequences for the 2D cubic lattice, since it is possible to quickly determine sequences that differ from the optimal by at most one. However, our weaker bound on the 3D cubic lattice suggests that finding near optimal sequences for this problem is more difficult.
Similarly, our analysis has led to new understandings about the relative strengths and weaknesses of these models. can be indifferent to factors like the number of solvent accessible hydrophobic amino acids. Also, a careful examination of the grand canonical method reveals that there can exist subsets of V' that can be labeled either hydrophilic or hydrophobic (as a whole) without affecting the total energy of the sequence.
This implies that there may not be a single best sequence predicted by the grand canonical method, but a potentially large number of best sequences. This observation suggests that we should be careful when evaluating the solution to this method in the context of the IPF problem. This work has raised a variety of open problems related to IPF. The complexity of IPF remains the most important unresolved question, and we conjecture that solving IPF is in fact NP-hard.
As we mentioned earlier, it would be interesting to evaluate the complexity of the canonical method when the space of possible conformations is restricted. Our analysis of the grand canonical method leaves several questions unanswered.
First, can the analysis of the generalized grand canonical method be extended to encompass target conformations that are embedded on the 3D cubic lattice? For specific values of cy this problem can be solved efficiently. but the analysis presented in here does not appear to generalize to certain cases. Similarly, it would be interesting to extend the analysis of the grand canonical method to handle contact graphs generated by off-lattice conformations.
(a) The following reduction is used to transform an instance of SUBSET SUM to an instance of (L, X, HP)-IPF. For each a, we construct a subconformation of the final conformation as shown in Figure 8a . The subconformations for a, and a,+1 are connected together by sharing the points at the ends of the chain folded in Figure 8a . Thus the complete conformation, G, can be viewed as a chain of independent subconformations; this conformation has n = 1 + 7k + CaeA 8a vertices.
The transformation constructs this chain, and defines K = -4B and X = 4B/n. Suppose there a subset A' G A such that xaeA, a = B. Then we can design a protein sequence, s, for this conformation by labeling the subconformations corresponding to the a E A' as follows.
Label each of the amino acids that has zero or one contacts as a hydrophilic and label remaining amino acids as hydrophobics.
For subconformations corresponding to the a E A -A', label all amino acids as hydrophilics.
The total number of hydrophobics is xaeA, 4a = 4B. Thus X = 4B/n. For each a E A', the corresponding subconformation has 4a hydrophobic-hydrophobic contacts, and all other subconformations have none. Thus E(G, s) = -c 4a = -4B 5 Ii.
ClCA'
Now consider a sequence s with IAn] or fewer hydrophobits for which E(G, s) < K.
Let nH equal the number of hydrophobics in s. The maximum number of contacts each hydrophobic can make is two, so E(G,s) 2 -nH > -[nXl = -4B = K. Now E(G, s) 5 K, so nH = [nXl. The contact graph contains connected components that are even length cycles with lengths 4a, a E A. To guarantee that each hydrophobic contributes exactly one to the total energy, the hydrophobics have to be used to fill cycles in the contact graph; if any cycle is filled only partially, there will exist a hydrophobic that only has one contact, from which it follows that E(G, s) > K, which is a contradiction, Now let A' represent the set of elements in A that correspond to cycles that are completely filled. It follows that c a = -E(G, s)/4 = B.
aSA'
We have shown that an optimal sequence for G has energy K if and only if there is a subset of A with size B. The transformation from SUBSET SUM requires polynomial time, and we can quickly verify whether or not a given sequence has energy less than or equal to h'. Thus we conclude that (L, X, HP)-IPF is NP-complete. This argument utilizes embeddings into the 2D cubic lattice. Since this is a subset of the 3D lattice, this argument applies for both the 2D and 3D cubic lattices.
.
